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SUBJECT: FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION FOR TOPICAL REPORT BAW-I 0243(P), 
"STATISTICAL FUEL ASSEMBLY HOLD DOWN METHODOLOGY" 
(TAC NO. MC4531) 

Dear Mr. Gardner: 

By letter dated September 21, 2004, Framatome ANP (FANP) submitted Topical Report (TR) 
BAW-10243(P), "Statistical Fuel Assembly Hold Down Methodology," to the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Cotnmissioti (NRC) staff. By letter dated August 25, 2005, an NRC draft safety 
evaluation (SE) regarding our approvat of BAW-I 0243(P) was provided for your review and 
comments. FANP had no comments on the draft SE. 

The NRC staff has found that BAW-10243(P) is acceptable for referencing in licensing 
applications for all pressurized-water reactor designs to the extent specified and under tlie 
limitations delineated in t h e  TR and it? the enclosed final SE. The final SE defines tlie basis for 
acceptance of the TR. 

Our acceptance applies otily to material provided in the subject TR. We do not intend to repeat 
our review of the acceptable material described in the TR. When the TR appears as a 
reference in license appl~cations, our' review will ensure that the material presented applies to 
the specific plant involved. License amendment requests that deviate from this TR will be 
subject to a plant-specific review in accordance with applicable review standards. , 

In accordance with the guidance provided on the NRC website, we request that FANP publish 
accepted proprietary and non-proprietary versions of this TR within three months of receipt of 
this letter. The accepted versior~s shall iticorporate this letter and the enclosed final SE after 
the title page. Also, they tmust contain historical review information, including NRC requests for 
additional information and your responses. The accepted versions shall include a "-A" 
(designating accepted) following the TR identification symbol. 



R. Gardner -2- 

If future changes to the NRG's regulatory requirements affect the acceptability of this TR, FANP 
and/or licensees referencing it will be expected to revise the TR appropriately, or justify its 
continued applicability for subsequent referencing. 

Sincerely, 

hoject Directorate IV 
Division of Licensing Project Management 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Project No. 728 

Enclosure: Final SE 
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

TOPICAL REPORT BAW-10243(P) 

"STATISTICAL FUEL ASSEMBLY HOLD DOWN METHODOLOGY" 

FRAMATOME ANP 

PROJECT NO. 728 

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

By letter dated September 21, 2004 (Reference I ) ,  as supplemented by letter dated April 15 
and July 5, 2005 (References 2 and 3), Framatome ANP (FANP) requested review and 
approval of topical report (TR) BAW-10243(P), "Statistical Fuel Assembly Hold Down 
Methodology." The TR describes a statistical methodology to cafculate net assembly liolddown 
(NHD) force. Employing a probabilistic (Monte-Carlo) propagation of uncertainties, the 
statistical metthodology is used to demonstrate that tlie fuel assembly design provides sufficient 
net dovutnward force to cou~iteract the vertical hydraulic lift force created by the core flow rate so 
that tlie fuel assembly remains in a seated position during normal operation and arhticipated 
transients. Current methods employ a deterministic treatment of ul~certainties which may lead 
to actual fuel assembly compressive forces greater than necessary (to counteract uplift forces), 
which could protnote assembly distortion. 

2.0 REGULATORY EVALUATION 

Regulatory guidance for tlie review of fuel system designs arid adherence to applicable Title 10 
of the Code of Federal Regulations (1 0 CFR), Part 50, Appendix A, Getleral Design Criteria 
(GDC) is provided i11 NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis 
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants" (SRP), Section 4.2, "Fuel Systetn Design" (Reference 4). In 
accordance with SRP Section 4.2, the objectives of the fuel system safety review are to provide 
assurance that: 

a. the fuel system is not damaged as a result of normal operation arid anticipated 
operational occurrences (AOOs), 

b. fuel system damage is never so severe as to prevent control rod insertion when it is 
required, 

c. the number of fuel rod failures is not ~inderestimated for postulated accidents, and 
d. coolability is always maintained. 

To meet the requirements of GDC I 0  as it relates to Specified Acceptable Fuel Design Limits 
for normal operation, including AOOs, fuel system damage criteria should be given for all 
known damage mechanisms. SRP Section 4.2.11.A.l .(g) states: 



VVorst-case hydraulic loads for normal operation should not exceed the holddown 
capabilily of the fuel assernbly (either gravity or holddown springs). Hydraulic loads for 
this evaluation are reviewed as described in SRP Section 4.4. 

The NRC staff's review of BAW-10243(P) ensures that application of the statistical fuel 
assembly holddown (SHD) methodology to fuel assembly designs will satisfy this regulatory 
criteria at a 95/95 percent level of protection and confidence. 

3.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION 

The net force on the fuel assembly consists of the downward force of ll ie fuel assembly 
holddown spring, the downward force of the weight of the fuel assembly, the upward buoyancy 
force of the water, and the upward force imposed on the fuel assembly by the coolant flow. The 
fundamental equation for calculating NHD force in BAW-10243(P) is identical to those 
elnployed for current fuel assembly designs. 111 response to a request for additional information 
(RAI) coiicerning the pedigree of these governing equations (RAI #5, Reference 2), FANP 
responded that the governing equations "are identical in form for both the deterministic and 
statistical analyses" and that the "difference in application is the propagation of uncertainties 
through the equations." In response to RAI #2b (Reference Z) ,  FANP stated that the 
fundamental equation "has been used by Frainatome ANP for deterministic calculations and 
contains all the axial forces acting on the fuel assembly." Further, FANP states that the "SHD 
methodology provides a means of statistically accommodating uncertainties that avoids the 
overly-conservative compounding of uncertainties that can lead to excessive forces on the fuel 
asse~nbly design that could potentially lead to distortioii." Based on review of Section 4.0 of 
BAW-10243(P) and response to these RAls, the NRC staff finds the governiiig equations used 
to calculate NHD force acceptable, because the equations account for all the axial forces. 

Section 9.0 of BAW-10243(P) defines the analysis process for determining the NHD force using 
the probabilistic methods. The first step is defining the statepoints for evaluation, whicli is 
discussed in Section 6.0 of BAW-10243(P). A series of statepoints covering a wide range of 
plant operating conditions at different burnup steps are investigated in order to identify the 
limiting statepoint. Litiiiting statepoints often include (1) isotheniial reactor coolant pump 
startup (e.g., 85 O F )  at end-of-life, and (2) steady-state design overpower (e.g., 125 percent) ~ L I H  
flow conditions at end-of-life. When the core is composed of different fuel designs, the limiting 
fuel assembly for each fuel design will be determined for each of the statepoints. 

The next analytical step is to quantify the noniinal value and uncertainty distribution for each of 
the variables and propagate the uncertainties. FANP noted that the propagation of 
uncertainties technique was initially reviewed and approved by the NRC staff for departure frorn 
nucleate boiling (DNB) analyses in BAW-10170P-A (Reference 5). Similar to BAW-10170P-A, 
the input variable uncertainties are assurned to be either normally or uniformly distributed. 
Sectiot? 5.0 of BAW-10243(P) states "if the normal distribution cannot be verified for a given 
uncertainty, the uniform disiributiori can be conservatively substituted for propagation." In 
response to ali  RAI on the treatment of uncertainties (RAI $1, Refererice 2), FANP stated that 
the normal distribution is verified with the standard D prime test which requires a sample size of 
at least 50. The NRC staff has previously approved the use of the D prime normality test 
(Section 2.2 of Reference 5). 



It? response to an RAI (Reference 3) ,  FANP identified that the W test, which is a widely 
accepted normality test, may be used to verify norniality on s~naller data sets (< 50 data). This 
approach is cotisistent with NUREG-1475. In a supplemental description of the methodology 
(Reference 3), FANP also mentioned that a data set could be propagated as normal, even if 
this data set failed a normality check, provided the measured standard deviation was penalized 
by the ratio (3.5/3.0). Based upon the information presented in Reference 3 that FANP's 
approach is consistent with NUREG-1475, the NRC staff finds this approach acceptable. 

In its response to a request for further information on the treatment of uncertainties, FANP 
submitted supplemental informatioft (Reference 3). In FANP's response, tlie treatment of 
variable uncertainties with data and without data is defined. A protection level of 95 percent for 
any given variable uncertainty is the standard requirement and part of the basis for the 
propagation of uncertainties methodology. Note that a less strict application is credited for 
dimensional tolerances (i.e., assumed 3 a distribution). This is judged acceptable, based upon 
tight ma~iufacturing techniques, as supported by the data provided for fuel assembly fieight and 
spring height (Reference 3). FANP's supplemental text also describes the conservative 
treatment of skewed, biased, or uneven variable uncertainties. 

In response to an RAI concerning the use of a nominal fuel assembly weight wit11 no unceflaitity 
(RAI $7, Reference 2), FANP provided nieasured data demonstrating that the variability was 
insignificant. Based on this data, the NRC staff finds tlie use of a iiominal fuel assembly weight 
acceptable. 

In response to an RAI concerning an adjustment of assembly pressure drop based on flow ratio 
(RAI if9, Reference 2), FANP stated that the fuel assembly hydraulic resistance, at a given 
statepoint, could be corrected for the small variations in core volu~netric flow. FANP also stated 
that small variations in the inlet temperature, at a given statepoint, could be adjusted by a 
silnple density ratio. Based on this response, the NRC staff accepts the methods used to 
adjust inlet temperature and hydraulic resistance over tlie srnall range of propagation arouiid 
the base case for a given statepoilit. 

Tlie third analytical step is to perform a hydraulic evaluation of the core using an NRC-approved 
thermal-hydraulic code. Tlie core is inodeled with the plant-specific fuel cycle core 
configuration, including the inlet flow distribution applicable to the plant design, to obtain the 
pressure drop across tlie various fuel asselnblies (RAI #6, Reference 2). 

The final analytical step is to use the propagation model to determine the NHD force for each 
fuel assenibly design at each of the statepoints. Frotn these calculated values, the minimum 
NHD value with the statistical protectio~i at tlie 95 percent level with 95 percent protectio~i is 
sefected. For example, the minimum NHD force applying a population of 10,000 data points, 
results in the following 95/95 level of protection, 

The fuel assembly design has adequate hold down when the limiting cotidition 95/95 NHD is 
positive. 



In response to an RAI concerning the application of the SF-ID methodology to non-FANP fuel 
designs (RAI if8, Reference 2), FANP stated that the non-FANP vendor or the utility would be 
required to furnish sufficient information on the non-FANP fuel design for the SHD methodology 
to be applied. If sufficient information was unavailable, FANP would incorporate conservative 
assumptions to ensure that at least a 95/95 level of protection was maintained. 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

Based upon a review of the methods described in BAW-10243(P) (Reference I) and in 
response to RAls (References 2 and 3), the NRG staff finds the SHD methodology acceptable. 
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Document Controt Desk 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, B.C. 20555-800q 

Additional knf~rmatioece for the Review of BAW-f &32a{P], Revision 0, ""Se;atistical 
Fuel Assembly Hold Dowi2 Me&k&sdology9" 

Ref. 3: Letter, Jams F. Malaay (framatome ANP) to Documenti Control Desk (NRC],  
'Request for Review ;and Approval sf BAW-10243(Pj, Statistiera! Fuel Assenibly 
Hold Dawn MethodoEogy,' NP1W:B4:053, September 2% 22004. 

Ref. 2: Le@@r, Jerald S ,  f4oim (framatame ANP) to Document Control Desk (NRC), 
"Response to a Request for Additionat information Regarding BAW-"L243(P), 
Revision 0, Statistical Fuel Assembly Hold Down Methodology,' NRC:015:027, 
April 15,2605. 

Framatome ANP requested "ch NNRC's review and approval of tocrpim! repo& EAtPq- 
10243(P), Revision 0, "Sta"Jseic-~al Fuel Assembly Motd D a m  Methodokogy" in Reference 
3 .  A response to a request for additional information w s  pr~vided to the NRC in 
Reference 2. This lelier provides additional infomation to support that response. 

Framaksme ANP considers some sf the eulaten'af contained in the attachments to be 
prcrpriet~y. The affidavit submiged wi& l-ie original topicaf report satisfies the 
requirements of '10 CFR 2.390fb) ta support withholding of eke information from public 
disclosure. 

Sincerely, 

Ronnie L. Gardner, Manager 
Site Operations and Regulatory Affairs 
Framatsrme ANP, [nc. 

cc: Wi. C. Hancharik 
Project 728 

FBAMATBM& ANP,  INP' k=. An AREVA and Siemens corncany 
331 5 O!d Forest Road,  PO. Box 10935. Lynchburg. VA 24506-9935 
1ei : 434 832 3000 - Fax: 434 832 3840 - i w a r e v a . c o m  

-- - .- . . .. -. .. - - . . .- -. . -. 



Attachment A (Proprietary Version) has been omieed from BAW-10243NP-A 
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Supplemsrsntaf informatian Suppofiing the Responses af AprZB 15, 2005 
far the Request for Additional !nfomatian 

8ta%istica% Fuel Assembly Wokeif Dawn Methodelegy 
BAW-18243P 

The Monte Carlo propagation of uncertainties requires the uncerfainties, to be treated, be 
reafisticafly described in order to establish a r~alistic figure of merit for protection, in this case for 
the protection against fuel assembly t i i t  off, This supplemental information includes the foHawing, 
as appfied in the Statisticaf Fuel Assembly Hold Down Methodology - 

'i) a description of the basis for the propagation ahld esiimatbil of uncertainties, 

2) a descripiiosa of the treatment of various unce~ainGes, 

3) representative data far some uncertainties, and 

Basis (Principies) 

Bssis for PropaaaEion of Uncertainties -- 
The propagation of several distn'buGons re.rssu[k in a ncbmal distributian evenl if nsn- 
normaf (unifom) ciistb$ullons are incihaded in this propagation. 

6) Uncerhainties From soiirces ither than data can be eslimafed in severai ways. A more 
concewative treatment of any uncertainty is the one that results in the farger derived 
standard deviation or half range. Thus uncertainties derived from sources other than 
data must be justified as to the appropriate type of treatment. 

o The spread of the distribution <resulting from the propagation) is the major determinate of 
the resulting figure of merit {minimram hold down force). Thus, for any given propagation 
statepoint, individuai values either above or below the mean contribute equally to the 
overall variance. 

e A protection {eve[ of 95 pesce~~t for any given variable uncertainty is the standard 
requirement in Monte Carlo PropegaEion of uncerkainties. 

Basis for Estirnatirta Uncertainties in the Absence of Data 

a The standard deviation of a normal distribution can be estirnaied from its range and 
protection level. In the following, the variable, X, is assumed reomai with a symrneiric 
half range of 6.0 fX = 100 +/- 6.0) 

B A normal distribution plus or minus two sigma includes in excess of 95 percent of the 
population (the standard for Monte Carl Propagation), Here the example standard 
deviation af X is estimated as 6.012.0 = 3.0 and X is propagated as M[100,3.0j. This type 
of propagation is usually applicabDe to derived vadabfe uncertainties such as bypass 
leakage flaw. 



F~~~~ria.:om,? ASP, [pc. son-  jiopiie'ary 
Document Control Desk 
July 5, 2005 
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6 A normal dbstribuiion plus or minus three sigma covers in excess of 99 garcent of the 
population. This type of propagation is usually assumed to apply Eo absolute variable 
uncertainties such as dimensional tolerances. Here the example standard deviation of X 
is estimated as 6.013.0 = 2.0 and X is propagated as Mf100,2.0]. Note that this is a less 
strict estirnatian of the effective standard deviation than in the case of the 95 percent 
protection above and is altowed because of the absolute limits on the dimension. This 
type of estimation is also discussed in Reference 2, page 5-31. 

A uniform distribution describes the unceftainfy of a coffiroiled variable (such as 
temperature controlled by a themostat). A unifom distribution propagates vdith an 
effective standard deviation of 58.33 percent of its half range. Mere the example variable 
is propagated as f9[lQ$1,8.0]. This propagation is effectively the: same as a prcpagatdon of 
N[l00,3.5]. 

Usirig Elre principfes discussed abave, the ciisiGbufions and ~ a i u e s  of various types of 
trficerp,ainties can be estimzted. 

Variable Uncel*rainlies with Data 

* If data are available for a van'able, they are ~Isackecd for naririality with eitherthe B prime 
test from Reference 1 (50 or rnof~: data) or the W test (from 3 To 50 data) from Reference 
2. 

If the data passes a normatgy test, the uncestainly is propagated as norinal with the 
measur~d mean and standard deviation. Thus if measured data for a variable, X ,  was 
normal and resulted in a mean of 100 and a st;iandard deviation of 2.5, X would be trec;ted 
as normal with a standard deviation of 2.5 fMflB0,2.5]). 

o If the deta fails a nomalily test, the measured starsdard deviation is penaitzed by the ratio 
of the effective uniform distribution above to that of the 95 percent protection normal 
distribution (3.5J3.0). Thus if measured data Tor a vadable, X, failed the normality test, 
the standard deviation of 2.5 would be irtcreased 2.92 @.5"(3.5/3.0)) and X would be 
propagated as Ni l  09,2.92]. 

Varicables Uncertainties without Data 

Dimensional Tolerances without data are essentially "go-no go" specifications. The 
upper and tower bounds are never exceeded. The standard deviation can thus be 
estimated by assuming the 99 percent normality criterion ~ibctve. Thus if X = Iff0 +/- 6-0, 
X would be treated as N[100,2.0]. This is the [east restrictive treatment of van'abtes 
without data. 

Other individual Variables without data (unless they are control variables) must be 
treated at the more restrictive 95 percent leve1 above. An exarnge of this type of variable 
uncertainty would be a nominaf, maximum 2nd minimum weight. Thus if X = 100 +/- 6.0, 
X woutd be treated as Nf1100,3.0]. This is the usuaE treatrneni, ofvan'ables without data. 
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B Derived Van'able Unce~ainties are the  result of arr engineerifig analysis (unceri-ainties on 
core bypass fradion, spring set, eic.) and usually include the effects of several sub  
variables. These uncertainties generalty correspond to the standard 95 percent 
protection criterion. Unless a different protection level of distribution is specified, they are 
treated as normal plus or minus two sigma. Thus if X = 100 +I- 6.0, X wouM be treated 
as N[100,3.0]. 

o Control Variable Uncertainties arise when system adon is initiated when either the upper 
of lower limit is reached. Examples are temperature (a thermostat) and pressure (a 
pressurizer). Since the value "drifis" between two extremes with equal probability, they 
are treated 8s uniform plus or minus their half ra-ange unceriiairrty. Thus iPX = 100 +/- 6.0, 
X would be treated as CI[100,6.0]. (Note that this uniform treatment is eqtiivatent to a 
normal propagation of N[l00,3.5] which is a 16.7 percent increase in the standard 
deviation derived in the case of 95 percent profecti~n with a normal distribution.) 

5 Skewed, Biased or Uneven Uncerfainties can sometimes be specified for each of the 
above unwrlainty types. tn this case, the derived standard deviation (~onna! distribution) 
or half range (uniiFamr di&ribution) Is the larger of the two calcutated from the 
specificatbns, Thus X = I O U  +6.0/-3.0, X as a dimerrsiosf would be treated as M[400,2.D] 
(the standard deviation being 6.0/3.0 a1 99% protection), X as a derived variable woutd 
be treated as M[Io0,3.01 (the standard deviation being 8.812.0 at 95% prtsieciionf, and X 
as a control variable would be treated as Uf?Oa:6.8] (using the larger half range which 
propagates as Nf100,3.5]5. 

References 

I. "American National Standard Assessment of the Assu~ption of Nomality," ANSI N25.15, 
American National Sandards Insiitute, $974. 

2. Dan Lurie and Roger Moore, Applying Statistics, MUREG-"r475, USNWG, 1994. 
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RepresenBaFtive Data 

Sprir-iq Constant Uncerkaintv is developed from [ I data by fitting a [ ] order polynomial in 
spring depression. Its distribution is normal around its predicted vaiue with a standard deviation 
of [ I percent of the predicfed value. 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND D PRIME TEST 

Hydraulic t i M  Resistance Cfncer3sainty is developed from [ 1 Forrn loss coefficient data again Fit 
fo a potynomial. The measured to predicted vafrles are llotmal around I J with a standard 
deviation of [ ] percent of the predicted value. 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND D PRIME TEST 
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Fuek Assembly Hei~ht Uncertai~t3~-is estimated (iti %he topical report) from its mechanical 
dirnensioi~al specification d [ 1. It. is treated as [ 1. Actual 
data show this to be 

I - 

DESCRiPTlVE STATLSTICS AND 5 PRIME TEST FOR NORMALITY 

Free S p n ' ~ a  Heinhi: UncesEainQ is estimated (in the topical) Fmm 8s rnechanical dimensi~nal 
specification of [ 1. It is treated as [ J. Actual data show this to be 
i 

DESCRIPTIVE STATlSTICS AND W TEST FOR NORBAALIW 
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To itfusfrate the sfatistical propagtition behavior, a sample propagation of 7 distributions 
discussed above is provided. The distfi'buiions means and standard deviations wilf be normalized 
to one and their relationship wifl be assrxlmed to be [ j. A code fragment following the 
results illustrates the model. 

The model results in the folrowing statistics. 

-i.C*l*Y*.~.I.**.+C*+*i***UY*****L.4.**V:**-I-I-~:*..C.(IQ*C*-**.~~**).~*~(I,:*.i.~iCQ 

+*I-* DESCRIPTI'VE ST2?TISTICS At:'D D FRIME TEST v k * r  

* Y c +  C . l ~ t * % . + C V f  * C ~ * * C C ~ - C J J J ~ . * + Z ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ % ~ ~ * ~ ~ * ~ + C + - L ~ ~ + + ~ . + + ~ * * ~ ~ ~ * ~ + ~ ~ * ~ + ~ .  



Fiaixatome ANP, lnc. Mci;-P~oprieky 

~Ye?re we e.xa:nine anti coniirrn t h s  models  f o r  un i f o rm  and nortilal 
d i s t r i b z ~ t i o n s .  Le t  Variable?, X = 200 t/- 6 

RESULTING UNIFORM PROPAGATION 
* Q * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * X * * * * * * * . i ; * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

t*** DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND D PRIME TEST ***x 
********************k*************************************** 
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RESULTING NORMAL 2 SIGPIA (95%)  PROPAGA'TION 
+*******Xi**Ci********X***h***i**h****k******k**~k.k***&****+*** 

**** DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND D PRIME TEST .i; ..+ * * 
************** t****** i ************* i *************************~< 

RESULTING NOWSAL 3 S S G M k  ( 99"?.) PROPAGATION 
* * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * J ; * * * . * * * * * * ~ l i * * + : i . : t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * > ~ * * * *  

~;**i DESCRTPTIVE STA'Y'ISTICS &VD D PRIME TEST X K * *  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Document Contra1 Desk 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0D0Z 

Response to a Requese for Addiiianaf lnbrmatisn Regarding BAW-?02$5fP), 
Revision 0, ""Statisticai Fuel Assembty Hotd Down MethodcrlogyJ' 

Ref. 1: Letter, James F. Mallay (Framatorne ANP) to Document Control Desk (NRC), 
"Request for Review and Approval of BAW-18'P43(P), 'Slatistimi Fuel Assembly 
Hold D o w  Methodology," NRG:04:053, September 21, 2004. 

Framatome AMP requested the NRC's review and approval of topical reporl BAW- 
"1243(19), Revision 0, "Statistical Fuel Assembly Hold Down Methodology" in Reference 
-I. A request for additional information was provided by the NRC in an e-mail on March 
2,2005. The questions and responses to Ulls request are provided in the agachmenls to 
this fetter. 

Framatome ANP cansiders some of the material conbined in the aBachmenis to be 
proprietary. The affidavit submitted with the original topical report satisfies the 
requirements of ?O CFR 2,39Q(b) lo support withholding of the informagon from public 
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Request for Additional information 
Statistical Fuel Assernbiy Hold Down Methodology 

BAW-j OWP 

1. With regard to the Monte Carlo propagation, Section 5.0 states that "if the normal distribution cannot 
be verified for a given uncertainty, the uniform distribution can be conservatively substituted for 
propagation." Describe the analytical normality tests performed on the measurements for each of the 
variables. include in this discussion the means for verifying a statistically significant sampling size 
and treatment of any biases. 

Response 1: The assumption of normality is arrived at in two ways. First, when data is present, the 
normal distribution is verified with the standard D prime test (ANSI N15.45, Reference 2 of the 
topical). The D prime test requires a sample size of at least 50. If the D prime value of the sample 
lies between the upper and lower D prime value for the given sample size, normality is assumed. if 
the D prime value does not match this criterion, further investigation is needed. Many times a highly 
peaked distribution (large negative kurtosis) will occur. In this case a normal distribution can aiso be 
justified since the standard deviation of such distributions is greater than that derived from non- 
parametric methods. 

A second case arises mainly in the case of mechanical tolerances. Here absolute limits are 
specified. It is common practice to treat dimensional tolerances as normal around the specified value 
plus or minus three standard deviations (Note that +1- 3 standard deviations covers 99.73 percent of 
the data. Therefore the case of a tolerance of 100 +/- 3 inches would be treated as normal around 
I00 with a standard deviation of 1. 

- A uniform distribution, on the other hand, is usually necessary when a control variable is being 
propagated. For this situation maximutn and minimum values of the variable are specified. When 
either limit is reached, action is taken to move the variable in the opposite direction until the opposite 
iimit is reached (as in the case of a thermostat). 

2. Section 10 states, "The method is illustrated with specific examples in Appendix B. In applications to 
different cores, some of the variables, their uncertainties and the method of determining the values 
will change. Variables and uncertainties msy be added or defeted on a case by case basis." 

a. Please provide the supporting database or justification for & of the variables (e.g. 
basis of spring relaxation nominal and uncerfainty values) in one of the Appendix B 
examples. 

b. Based on the above quote, the staff has concerns that the regulatory envelope around 
the statistical hold down (SHD) methodology is too broad and may be loosely 
interpreted in future applications. Please describe the method that will be employed to 
control the future application of the SHD methodology, especially deviations from the 
examples provided in BAW--10243P. 

Response 2a: As stated in section 3.0 there are two classes of variables: mechanical and hydraulic. 
The eleven primitive variables are identified on page 9 in the paragraph following equation 6. 

The mechanical variables will be discussed first. The first three variables identified below (CPD, FAH 
and FSH) are treated as a tolerance as discussed in the response to question 1 above. 
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CPD (Length between upper and lower core plate) - CPD is [I 1 around [ I 
inches with a standard deviation of [ inches. 

FAH (Fuel Assembly Height) - FAH is f around [ 3 inches with a standard 
deviation of f inches. 

FSH (Free Spring Weight) - FSH is f 1 around [ I inches with a standard deviation 
of 1 f inches. 

The next two mechanical variabies were developed and justified in mechanical analyses. They are 
treated as  simple mechanical tolerances. 

TG (Thermal Growth) - TG is [ a around 1 1 inches with a standard deviation of 
g: J inches. 
SS (Spring Set) - SS is E 1 around E "j inches with a standard deviation of [ 
inches. 

The spring constant, SC is based on I data as  summarized below. i t  is described by a Cith order 
polynomial in spring depression (Figure 7-71 and is [ I around its predicted value with a 
standard deviation of 1 1 percent of the predicted vafue. 

IG (Irradiation Growth) is conservatively assumed to be zero lor this example. When a sufficient 
sample of fuel assembly growth data is obtained, it may be used in subsequent SMD analyses. 

Finally (for the Mechanical Variables), the spring relaxation values are developed and justified in 
mechanical analyses for particular fuel assembly hold down spring designs. Spring relaxation at the 
end of the first cycle (EOCI) is [ I around [ 1 percent with a standard deviation of [ 1 
percent. Spring relaxation at the end of life [EOL) is [ ] around f ] percent with a standard 
deviation of 5 1 percent. 

For the hydraulic variables, we find the following. 
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DW (Fuel Assembly Dry Weight) and VOL (Fuel Assembly Volume) are used with DEN (Coolant 
Density) to calculate the wet weight of the fuel assembly. DW and ~IOL are taken as nominal (see 
answer to question 7) with values of [ 1 pounds force and f 1 cubic inches, respectively. 
DEN varies on a case by case basis (see Table 8-1). 

LR (Hydraulic Lift Resistance) also varies on a case by case bask. Its nominal value is derived from 
the specific case LYNXT pressure drop (Table 8-1) and flow. The LR uncertainty is developed from the 
spacer grid form loss coefficient data shown on Figure 7-2 and sitmmarized below. LR uncertainty is 
developed on page 14. Its values are a combined 1 1 percent and I f percent on spacer grid 
resistance and nozzleirod friction respectively. 

Finally, the core flow uncertainties are taken from Reference ? of the topical. The nominal values are 
plant specific and in the case of QRCs (RCS voIumetric flow) is a conservative maximum value based on 
plant data, CFF (Core Flow Factor) is [ 1 around [ 1 with a standard deviation o f f  1. 
QRCS is t ] around [ ] gpm with a standard deviation of [ f percent ([ 1 gpm). 

Response 2b: The methodotogy has been constructed around the application of the uncertainties 
that arise in the variables found in the fundamental equation (Equation 1) below that has been used 
for computing net fuel assembly hold down force. 

Net. Fuel Assembly Hold Down Force = (Spring Depression)(Spring Constant) 

.I- Dry Weight of the Fuel Assembly 

- Fuel Assembly Bouyancy Force 

- Hydraulic Resistance Force of the Fuel Assembly 
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This equation has been used by Framatome AMP for deterministic calculations and contains all the 
axial forces acting on the fuel assembly. Whether a statistical hold down methodology or a 
deterministic hold down methodology is used, the impact of the uncertainties needs to be addressed 
in any fuel assembly hold down analysis. The SHD methodology provides a means of statistically 
accommodating uncertainties that avoids the overly-conservative compounding of uncertainties that 
can lead to excessive forces on the fuel assembly design that could potentially lead to distortion. 

The eteven primitive variables defined in the topical report reitect a specific fuel assembly design 
application. As noted in Response 1, most of the uncertainties are associated with the mechanical 
calculation of the fuel assembly hold down spring forces (based on spring compression and spring 
constant). When a fuel design is changed such that the variables and uncertainties associated with 
spring depression and spring constant are affected, then new nominal and uncertainty values will be 
determined and incorporated into the fuel assembly hold down analyses, The same expectation 
applies for the hydraulic terms and the respective variables and uncertainties that are subject to 
change. For example, if the fuel design changes such that the hydraulic resistance, dry weight, 
and/or buoyancy force of the fuel design is affected, then new nominal and uncerlainty values for 
these terms will be determined and incorporated into the fuel assembly hold down analyses. (These 
actions would be the same using the current deterministic methodology.) 

3. Describe the connection between the SHD methodology used in the fuel mechanical design and the 
analysis of llte Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Putnp transient event. 

Response 3: The SHD methodology would be used to compute the adequacy of the fuel assembly 
hold down spring system for keeping the fuel assembly engaged with the lower core piate. Analyses 
would be computed for both isothermal operation and for at-power operation. The most limiting 
isothermal operation condition typically occurs when the RCS pumps are activated at low 
temperatures. 

The analysis of a Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Pump transient event is performed to 
address the nuclear excursion associated with the boron concentration assumptions. 

4. Section I .O states that "the actual fuel assembly compressive forces during plant operation have been 
much greater than the calculated forces and, in some cases, may have contributed to observed fuel 
assembly distortion." Please provide any fuel assembly distortion data which has been collected to 
support this assertion. 

Response 4: A point of clarification should be made. The statement should be better phrased as "the 
actual fuel assembly compressive forces during plant operation have been lnuch greater than the 
necessary forces and, in some cases, may have contributed to observed fuel assembly distortion." 

An operating plant has experienced an IRI (Incomplete Rod Insertion) event. Analysis of this event 
(reported to the NRC in LER 99-01 1-OICR, Three Mile Island, Unit I) listed three independent 
contributors to bow with no explicit correlation to fuel assembly hold down. In order to reduce the 
observed distortions, Framatome decreased the hold down spring system load. The success of this 
action has been confirmed by the absence of any further IRI occurrences. 

5. ff ave the governing hold down force equations, which have been previously applied 
deterministically, been reviewed and approved by the staff? 
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Response 5: The governing equations determining hold down force have not been reviewed and 
approved by the staff. However, they are identical in form for both the deterministic and statistical 
analyses. The difference in application is the propagation of uncertainties through the equations. 
The propagation of uncertainties technique was initially reviewed and approved by the staff for DNB 
analyses in BAW-lOl70P-A, "Statistical Core Design for Rllixing Vane Cores" (Reference 1 of this 
topical). 

6 .  In Section 7.1 and Appendix B, the core votumetric ftow rate is discussed. Please describe how 
differences in local flow characteristics (e.g, inlet flow distribution, inlet flow uncertainty, cross-flow, 
increased flow along core shroud, etc,) are accounted for in the SHD methodology. 

Responses: The calculation of the term Hydraulic Resistance of the Fuel Assembly is performed by 
analyzing the core with a NRC approved crossflow thermal-hydraulic code, such as LYNXT and 
XCOBRA-IIIC Local flow characteristics are captured in the thermal-hydraulic model of the core. 
The core is modeled with the plant-specific fuel cyck core configuration, or a bounding core 
configuration, to obtain the pressure drop across the various fuel assemblies. The mode! also 
includes a core inlet flow distribution appiicabfe for the plant design. 

7. Section 7.4 states, "The variability of the wet weight is extremely smali, therefore, the fuel assembly 
wet weight value is a nominal value with no uncertainty." Please describe the manufacturing 
tolerances on fuel assembly components, including fuel loading, which may impact its overall bveight. 

Response 7: Wet weights of 6: 5 different Type B fuel assemblies were measured and recorded. 
Nine of these measurements were [ I pounds force with the remaining j being [ ] 
pounds force. From these data it is evident that the manufacturing tolerances on fuel assembly 
components, including fuel loading have a negligible effect on overall fuek assembly weight. 

8. Section 8.0 states, "When examining a mixed core, or transition core, when multiple fuel designs 
reside in the core, the net hold down force determination is performed for each specific fuel 
design." In these situations, would the SHD methodology be applied to non-FANP fuel designs? 

Response 8: If the FANP fuel designs could be shown to be limiting from a lift standpoint, the SHD 
methodology would not be applied to the non-FANP fuel designs. However, if the FANP fuel designs 
could not be shown to be limiting from a lift standpoint, the SHD methodology would be applied to the 
non-FANP fuel designs, In the later case, the non-FANP vendor or the utility would be requ~red to 
furnish sufficient inforn3ation on the non-FANP fuel design. If insufficient information on the non- 
FANP fuel design was not supplied in any necessary area, conservative assumptions in the SHD 
analysis would be required. These conservative assumptions could include uniform instead of 
normal distributions, deterministic treatment of some variables, conservative offsets of some 
variables, etc. 

9. Section 8.0 states, "...the pressure drop prediction (based on the base design Case conditions) can 
confidently be adjusted for different flow rates by the square of the flow ratio within the propagation 
model," Please provide further discussion to justify this flexibility. 
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Res~onse 9: With reference lo equation 5 on page 8, Hydraulic LiN Pressure Drop (LPD) determines 
the upward lift force on the fuel assembly. LPD is equal to the fuel assembly hydraulic resistance 
(LR) times the square of the core volumetric flow rate (Q). LR is a function of the geometry (flow 
area and form loss and frictional components) and the coolant density. LR is determined from the 
base case LYNXT analysis. its parameters are independent of the core volumetric fiow rate (over 
the small range of propagation) and LDP is thus  constant for any base case. Thus the LDP can be 
corrected for "the small variations in core voturnetric flow by the square of the ratio of the propagation 
Q to the base case Q. Note that this is only valid aro~rrld any given base case. The LR for any 
different statepoint (full power versus the starting of the RCS pumps from the isothermal condition for 
instance) will not be a constant value. Further note that small variations in the iniei temperature 
(around a given base case) can be adjusted by a simple density ratio. 
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ABSTRACT 

Typical fuel assembly designs for PWR reactors contain a fuel assembly hold down spring system 
that provides sufficient net downward force to counteract the vertical hydraulic lift force created by 
the core flow rate so that the fuel assembly designs remain in a seated position during Condition I 
and II events for compliance to the design bases of the Standard Review Plan. 

The net force on the fuel assembly consists of t h e  downward force of ihe spring, the downward 
force of the weight of the fuel assembly, the upward buoyancy of the water, and the upward forces 
imposed on the fuel assembly by the coolant flow. This topical report describes the Statistical Fuel 
Assembly Hold Down (SHB) Methodology that utilizes probabilistic methods for some of the 
unceriainties of the analysis variables. 

Included in the repor? are the genera l  equations, descript~on of the analysis process ,  and multiple 
examples for clarity of the applications. The purpose of the examples is to illustrate the 
dependence of t h e  net downward force on the core configuration, operating condition, and lime in 
life of the fuel and to highlight the process an analyst would use to arrive at the limiting case. 

Framatome ANP, Inc. 
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AMP, tnc. far fight water power reactors and it is t r u e  and correct to the best of Framatome 
ANP, Inc.'s knowledge, information, and belief. The information contained herein may be 
used by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in its review of this report and, under the 
terms of the respective agreements, by licensees or applicants before the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission which are customers of Framatome ANP, lnc. in their 
demonstration of compliance with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission3 regulations. 

Framatome ANP, Inc.'s warranties and representations concerning the subject maHer of 
this document are those set forth in the agreement between Framatome ANP, Inc. and the 
Customer pursuant to which this document is issued. Accordingly, except as otherwise 
expressly provided in such agreement, neither Framatome ANP, lnc. nor any person acting 
on its behalf: 

a. makes any warranty, or representation, express or implied, with respect lo the 
accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this 
document, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process 
disclosed in this document will not infringe privately owned rights; 

b, assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the 
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Typical fuel assembly designs for PWR reactors contain a fuel assembly spring holddown system 

that provides sufficient net downward force to counteract the vertical hydraulic lift force created by 

the core flow rate so that the fuel assembly designs remain in a seated position during normal 

operation and anticipated transients to satisfy the design bases criteria for Standard Review Plan 

Section 4.2. Fuel assemblies possess components, known as end fittings, tie plates, or nozzles, 

thal engage with the lower and upper core plates to maintain the lateral positioning of the fuel 

assembly within the core volume during operation. The components typically contain a hold down 

spring system that provides an additional downward force to prevent the fue[ assembly from lifting 

off the lower core support grid during normal operation and anticipated transients. 

The net force on the fuel assembly consisk of the downward force of the fuel assembly hold down 

spring, the downward force of the weight of the  fuel assembly, the upward buoyancy force of the 

water, and the upward force imposed on the fuel assembly by the coolant itow. If the net 

downward force is negative the fuel assembly lifts vertically off the lower core supporl grid. This 

could cause potential damage to the fuel assembly from vibration or mechanical interaction with 

neighboring fuel assemblies. On the other hand, it the net downward force is too positive, or high, 

excessive fuel assembly compressive forces could occur within the fuel assembly and potentially 

result in greater fuel assembly distortion (bow and/or twist) with consequences as severe as 

restrictive downward control rod movement. Therefore, it is prudent from the design perspective to 

achieve the design bases criterion without including an overly conservative hold down force 

requirement. 

Fuel assembly design analyses have typically focused on assuring the fuel assemblies remain 

seated and have been highly conservative by treating most uncertainties deterministically. As a 

result, the actual fuel assembly compressive forces during plant operation have been much greater 

than the calculated forces and, in some cases, may have contributed to observed fuel assembly 

distortion. Because of the potential damaging consequences of fuel assembly distortion, 

Framatome ANP has developed an analysis methodology that reduces this excess conservatism in 

the calculation of the required fuel assembly downward spring force. This methodology, known as 

Statistical Fuel Assembly Holddown Methodology, utilizes the application of probabilistic methods 

much like used in the statistical core design methodology (Reference 1). 

This topical report describes the Statistical Fuel Assembly Hold Down (SHD) Methodology that 

utilizes probabilistic methods for some of the uncertainties of the analysis variables. 

Framatome ANP, Inc. 
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Included in the repofi are the general equations, description of the analysis process, and mulripfe 

examples For clarity of the applications. The purpose of the examples is to illustrate the 

dependence of the net downward force on the core configuration, operating condition, and time in 

life of the Fuel and to highlight the process an analyst would use to arrive at the limiting case. 

Framatome ANP has prepared this report in a format that describes a logical method for the 

calculation of net fuel assembly hold down. The method has been illustrated with specific 

examples. 4n applications to different cores some of the variables, their uncertainties and the 

methods of determining the values will change. During the course of applying this methodology 

variables and uncertainties may be added or deleted on a case by case basis. For each new or 

different application (indeed for any change in a core configuration that has been previously 

analyzed) each variable and uncertainty must be examined and qualified on a case by case basis. 

If a variable that has an uncertainly is not qualified or selected for probabilistic treatment, it must be 

compounded (held at its worst level within its unce~ainty). 

Framatome ANP, Inc. 
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2.0 Methodology 

The statistical design methodology being applied to fuel assembly hold down calculations was 

originally developed for Framatome ANP critical heat flux (CHF) applications in Reference 1. The 

methodology is composed of five basic steps. 

a Identify the independent variables affecting the dependent variable (in this case, the net 

fuel assembly hold down force). 

s Develop a model with which to calculate the dependent variable while varying each of the 

independent variables sirnullaneously. 

Quantify the uncertainties about each of the independent variables lo be treated (variables 

not treated probabilistically must continue Lo be treated detc?rministicaliy). 

a, Perform a probabi1is"tic (Monte-Carlo) propagation of these unce~ainlies through the model 

to obtain an overall uncertainly on the dependent variable. 

Establish a tolerance limit on the value of the  dependent variable that results in the 

required protection level and confidence. 

The generalized statistical design method is illustrated in Figure 2-3. 

i Frarnatome ANP, Inc. 
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3.0 Glasses of Variables 

There are two classes of variables used in calculating the net fuel assembly hold down force: 

Mechanical - variables which affect the hold down spring force 

Examples include: hold down spring constant, fuel assembly irradiation growth, 

fuel assembly thermal growth, hold down spring set after cool down, fuel assembly 

weight, fuel assembly length, and the distance between the core plate. 

Hydraulic - variables which affect the upward hydraulic force on the fuel assembly 

Examples include: core coolant temperature, core in1e"raldistribution flow factor, 

component form loss coefficients, buoyancy, and reactor coolant system flow 

(which is in turn dependant on the reactor coolant pump head capacity curve and 

the system hydraulic resistance). 

Each of these variables has uncertainties about their nominal values for a given core configuration, 

operating condition and time in life condition. Such a condition is referred to as a statepoint 

throughout this report. Previously, most uncertainties considered in the fuel assembly hold down 

analyses have been treated deterministically (the exception being that some of the mechanical 

uncertainties used in determining the spring compression may have been combined using a simple 

square root sum of the squares method). In the deterministic treatment of uncertainties 

(compounding of the uncertainties) each variable is assumed to be at its worst level within its 

uncertainty simultaneously. Therefore, the effect of the uncertainties is directly additive and results 

in excessive conservatism. A probabilistic combination of the uncertainties, on the other hand, 

provides a much more realistic prediction of the actual effect of these uncertainties and reduces 

some of the excessive conservatism. 

I 
I Framatome ANP, Inc. 
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4.0 Physical Model for Propagation 

The Statistical Fuel Assemb\y Hold Down (SHD) model calculates an overall fuel assembiy hold 

down force for a specific operating core statepoint. The net fuel assembly hold down force is equal 

lo the force due to the hold down spring depression, increased by the fuel assembly dry weight, 

decreased by the fuel assembly buoyancy force and the hydraulic resistance of the fuel assembly. 

Net Fuel Assembly Hold Down Force = (Spring Depression)(Spring Constant) 

c Dry Weight of the Fuel Assembly 

- Fuel Assembly Bouyancy Force 

- Hydraulic Resisiance Force of the Fuel Assembly 

or 

NHD = (SD) (SC) + (DW) - (VOL) (DEN) - [ LDP (BP~) 1 

where 

MHB: 

SB: 

SC;: 

DW: 

VOL: 

DEN: 

LDP: 

BP: 

Net hold down force, Ibl 

Spring depression, in 

Spring constant, lbffin 

Dry weight of the assembly, Ibm 

Displacement volume of the assembly, ft3 

Average density of the water, lbm4t3 

Hydraulic lift pressure drop, lbf/in2 

Fuel assembly bundle pitch, in 

Several of the above terms are further described in more detail, The fuel assembly hold down 

spring depression, water density, and hydraulic lift pressure drop are functions of additional 

parameters. 

S D  = Spring Depression 

=FAH+TG+IGaFSH-CPD-SS-IR 

DEN = Average density of the water = f(P,T) 

Frarnatome ANP, Inc. 
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LDP = Hydraulic lift pressure drop 

= f fP, T, Q, FF, BPF, SF?, K) 

where 

CPD: 

FAH: 

TG: 

1G: 

FSH: 

SS: 

IR: 

P: 

ST: 

a: 
FF: 

BBF: 

SR: 

K: 

Distance between the upper and lower core plate, in 

Fuel assembly height, in 

Fuel assembly thermal growth, in 

Fuel assembly irradiation growth, in 

Free spring height, in 

Spring set, in 

Spring relaxation, in 

Reactor coolant system pressure, psia 

Inlet temperature, F 

Reactor coolant system volumetric flow rate, gpm 

Core Inlet flow fraction 

Core bypass flow fraction 

Fuel rod surface roughness, in 

Fuel assembly shock and frictional hydraulic resistances 

The core volumetric flow rate Q,, contributing to the fuel assembly hydraulic lift pressure drop, is a 

function of the reactor coolant system volumetric flow rate and the core bypass fraction. 

The fuel assembly height, FAH, for this calculation is the distance from the lower core plate 

engagement surface on the fuel assembly to the upper ptate engagement surface, typically the top 

of the hold down spring system. 

The sub-functions are SD (spring depression), DEN (density) and LDP (hydraulic lift pressure 

drop). The spring depression sub-function can be broken into separate means and variances on 

FAH, CPD, TG, IG, SS and FSH as described in section 7.0. The coolant density sub-function 

DEPJ is a deterministic function of P and T and is described in section 8.0. The hydraulic lift 

pressure drop sub-function will vary depending on the core operating statepoint as described in 

section 6.0 and the propagated hydraulic uncertainties (see section 7.0). 

Framatome ANP, Inc. 
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The hydrauiic lift pressure drop, LDP, is further developed with a functional relationship for later 

propagation. 

Hydraulic Lift Pressure Drop, LDP = K (p) (v2/ 2gc) 

where 

V : Fuel assembly coolant velocity, ftlsec 

p : Coolant density, lbm/ft3 

g, : Gravitational constant, 32.1 74 fl-lbmllbf-sec2 

The fuel assembly coolant velocity, V, is equal to the core volumetric flow rate divided by the Suet 

assembly flow area. 

where 

Q,: Core "Llluumelric flow rate, gprn 

A : Fuel assembly flow area, inZ 

Substitution yields the hydraulic lift pressure drop as 

LOP = K (p) [ Q: 1 (2g, A2) ] 

= [ K (PI 1 (2ac A') 1 (Q~ ' )  

where 

LR: Hydraulic lift resistance, psi@pm2 

Here K represents the shock and frictional losses, p is the effective core density and A the fuel 

assembly flow area. Note that p is not necessarily the same as DEN in the buoyancy term. The 

hydraulic lift resistance, LR, is determined from the base design case knowing the core volumetric 

ffow, Q,. Using Equations f , 2 and 5 the final propagation equation becomes 

Framalome AN$, Inc. 
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Summarizing, when using Equation 6 with Equation 2, there are 14 primitive variables that 

determine the net hotd down force (NHD). They are: SC, CPD, FAH, TG, IG, FSH, SS, IR, VOL, 

DEN, DW, LR, Q, and BP. 

The determination of net hotd down is then accomplished with Monte Carlo propagation of the 

probability distributions of these variables about their means for various statepoints (P, T, lime in 

life, power or adiabatic, etc.) through the main NHD model (Equation 6). Note that these 

stalepoints must represent the limiting operating conditions (for lift) throughout life. The limiting 

statepoint is not known a priori and thus severat must be examined (see Section 6.0). 

Mote that some of lhese 14 primitives may not have probabilistic distributions, may already be 

treated as nominal or may be required to be compounded. !n those instances, these variables will 

exhibit a constant contribution to the governing equation (NHD) and will not contribute to the overall 

MHD variance. 

Once the overall NHD variance is established, a 95/95 statistical tolerance limit is established 

(Reference 3, normality assumed) by adjustment of the nominal statepoint NHD calculations [see 

Section 9.0). 

I 
I 
l Frarnatome ANP, tnc. 
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5.0 Mathematical Models for Propagation 

Monte Garlo propagation of random normal and/or uniform distributions requires a compact 

mathematical model. The random normal distribution with a mean of zero and a variance of one is 

designated as N[O,l]. The uniform distribution with a mean of zero and half range of one is 

designated as U[-I ,f ] 

Microsoft Basic incorporates the RNB function which generates random numbers between positive 

and negative unity as well as a RANDOMIZE function. The RANDOMIZE function provides an 

arbitrary (user set) seed number so that the same series of numbers from the RND function will not 

repeat (unless the seed number is the same as the previous case). 

The random normal distribution is generated as 

Figure 5-1 shows the results of a random normal simulation of 10,000 trials with this model. Table 

5-1 shows the detailed statistics for this simulation. Table 5-2 shows the statistical resulk sol four 

such simulations. All simulations pass the D prime test for normality (Reference 2). 

The uniform distribution, if needed, is generated as 

simply to zero the mean. Note that if the normal distribution cannot be verified for a given 

uncertainty, the uniform distribution can be conservatively substituted for propagation. 

Both of these models have been incorporated into the coding shown in Appendix A. 

Framatome ANP, Inc. 
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6.0 Statepoints for Evaluation 

In order to assure an analysis considers the limiting condition for the fuel assembly hold down 

system, a series of statepoints are examined that cover various plant operating conditions. 

Generally, the more limiting condition tor the fuel assembly hold down system is during isothermal 

operation at low coolant temperatures where the coolant density and reactor coolant system flow 

rate are high. This condition generally occurs during plant startup when the reactor coolant pumps 

are activated and during plant shutdown when the pumps are deactivated. The more limiting 

condition when the reactor is at power is during a steady-state overpower condition. 

The stalepoint condition is defined by the 

reactor coolant system voiume"iic fiow rate (Q), 

core bypass fiow fraction (BPF), 

core coolant temperature (T), 

core pressure {P), 

* core power level, 

s core configuration (fuef design distribution within the core), and 

fuel burnup 

For any analysis determining the adequacy of the hold down spring system, it is necessary to 

examine the more limiting statepoints 401- the plant and to identify which statepoint is the most 

limiting statepoint. The results of the most limiting statepoint define the minimum net hold down 

margin for the core. A typical series of statepoints that would be initially examined include: 

isothermal reactor coolant pump startup statepoint 

e steady-slate design overpower condition statepoint 

When the core is composed of one fuel design, the distinguishing differences between the various 

fuel assemblies would be their respective pressure drops and burnup. The fuel assembly burnup 

influences the hold down spring force (the product of the hold down spring constant SC and the 

spring depression SD) discussed in Section 7.0. When the core is composed of different fuel 

designs, the limiting fuel assembly for each fuel design is determined for each of the statepoints. 

Framatome ANP, Inc. 
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7.0 Uncerlainties lor Propagation 

The uncertainties that are propagated would generally include: 

Core Volumetric Flow Rate (Q,) 

* Hold Down Spring Constant {SC) 

Hydraulic Lift Resistance (LRf 

c Fuel Assembly Wet Weight (DW, VOL, DEN) 

s Bundle Pitch (BP) 

~d Mechanical Analysis (Spring Depression, SD) 

Again, if the uncertainties associated with these terms are not probabilislically propagated, then the 

uncerlainlies would be addressed deterministically. 

'7.1 Gore Volumetric Flow Rate (Q,) 

The nominal core volumetric flow rate for the analysis would be equal lo or greater than the 

measured flow rate for a plant decreased by the core bypass flow fraction. The core volumetric 

flow rate uncertainly would be equal to or greater than the WCS flow rate measurement uncertainty. 

7.2 Hold Down Spring Constant (SC) 

The hold down spring constant is dependent on the spring system design for the respective fuel 

design. Although most fuel designs contain a hold down spring system, it is possible that the 

hydraulic environment for some fuel designs may not require the additional hold down force 

associated with a spring system in order to satisfy the design bases of the Standard Review Plan 

Section 4.2. In such cases, the analysis does not include a hold down spring constant. 

The nominal hold down spring force (SF) and uncertainty (SFU) can be obtained from hardware 

tests that quantify the spring forces versus deflection characteristics. The spring force uncertainty 

is based on the variability of the spring force during the measurements. 

7.3 Hydraulic Lift Resistance (LR) 

The lift resistance (LR) variable, developed in Section 5.0, is a composite variable. It will vary from 

slatepoint to slatepoint and be dependent on the core operating power level, the core flow rate, and 

Framatome ANP, Inc. 
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core inlet conditions for any given core. The lift resistance variable contains the unit-less 

resistance term, I(, that represents the shock losses and frictional losses attributed to the fuel 

assembly hardware. The uncertainty of the lift resistance variable is dependent on the uncertainty 

attributed to the shock losses. The uncertainty can be calculated on a measured to predicted basis 

and corrected for the number of degrees of freedom. 

7.4 Fuel Assembly Wet Weight (DW, VOL, DEN) 

The wet weight of the fuel assembly is dependent on the fuel assembly dry weight and displaced 

volume as well as the density of the displaced coolant. The dry weight of the fuel assembly can be 

based on measurements or calculated using individual component dimerlsions and densities. The 

density of the displaced coolant can be determined based on the operating condition. The 

variability of the wet weight is extremely small, therefore, the fuel assembly wet weight value is a 

nominal value with no unce~ainly. 

7.5 Bundle Pitch JBP) 

The bundle pitch for the fuel assembiy is a dimension that is used in the Formulation of the shock 

losses for hardware components based on pressure drop tests. Therefore, it is important for the 

value to be used in the determination of the net hold down force to be the same as the value used 

in derivation of the shock losses. Consequently, the nominal dimension of the bundle pitch is used 

with no uncertainty. 

7.6 Spring Depression (SD) 

In equation 2, the spring depression is found to be dependent on six basic dimensions. 

e Distance between the upper and lower core plate (CPD), in 

ca Fuel assembly height (FAH), in 

c Thermal growth (TG), in 

ca Irradiation growth (IG), in 

e Free spring height (FSH), in 

Spring set (SS), in 

As noted in Section 4.0 the fuel assembly height, FAH, for this calculation is the distance from the 

lower core plate engagement surface on the fuel assembly to the upper plate engagement surface, 

Framalome ANP, Inc. 
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typically the top of the hold down spring. The nominal and uncerlainty values for each of the above 

six terms are either derived from calculations or based on measurements. 

Framatome AN?, Inc. 
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8.0 Net Hold Down Force Determination 

Once the statepoints are defined and the variables and uncertainties are identified and quantified, a 

base design case is examined for a plant. The base case represents the hydraulic evaluation of 

the core using a NRC-approved code, such as LYNXT (Reference 5) or XCOBRA-IIIC (Reference 

6), to obtain a fuel assembly pressure drop for each assembly in the core. The plant operating 

conditions of the statepoint typically define the base design case, The exception is when the base 

design case evaluation of the statepoinl using a volumetric flow rate falls within -10% of the 

slatepoint nominal flow rate. This flexibility is deemed acceptable because the pressure drop 

prediction (based on the base design case conditions) can confidently be adjusted for different flow 

rates by the square of the ilow rate ratio within the propagation model. 

Although each individual fuel assembly within the core could he evaluated with its respective 

pressure drop and burnup condition using the SHD methodology, the minimum fuel assembly hold 

down requirement must be met by the limiting fuel assembly in the core. The limiting fuel assembly 

lor a specific fuel design type will have the highest pressure drop for a given burnup condition (e.g., 

beginning-of-life, end-of-life). In most situations, the fuel design and spring system will have a hold 

down capability thawwill be known as a function of burnup. The analyst may elect to conservatively 

analyze all the fuel in the core assuming the burnup associated with the lowest hold down 

capability for the fuel. This adion can reduce the amount of analysis and still assure the limiting 

fuel assembly condition is adequately protected. 

Upon the completion of the hydraulic evaluation at the statepoinl conditions, the thermal-hydraulic 

code predicted pressure drop is known for the base design case: 

Code Predicted A P ~ a s e  D~~~~~ case 

based on a RCS Volumetric Flow Rate (Q), Core Bypass Fraction (BPF), core configuration, core 

power level, system pressure (P), and inlet coolant temperature (T). The coolant density sub- 

function DEN can be defined by the density of the average core coolant temperature extracted from 

the thermal-hydraulic code predictions. 

The code predicted pressure drop for the base design case as well as the variables and their 

respective uncertainties are used as input to the propagation model (Appendix A). The 

propagation model is currently coded using Microsoft Compiled Basic (Reference 4). An example 

Framatome ANP, inc. 
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of the input file for the propagation model is availabte at the end of Appendix B for the cafcufational 

example. 

The propagation model determines the dependent variable (net hold down force) the required 

number of times (10,000 for the calcuiational examples shown in Appendix B). The mean net hold 

down (NHD} and its variance are then calculated. The net hold down for the statepoint with the 

statistical protection at the 95 percent level with 95 percent protection is calculated as 

For n = "90.000 

where kg5ws/ro,ooo = 1.670 (Reference 3, page 51) 

After computing the NttD,,,,, for each sbatepoint, the minimum NMD,S,,S value of the statepoints 

defines the limiting condition. The fuel assembly has adequate hold down when the limiting 

condition net hold down is positive. 

When examining a mixed core, or transition core, when multiple fuel designs reside in the core, the 

net hotd down force determination is performed for each specific fuel design. Since the hydraulic 

behavior and hold down capability of different fuel designs will likely be different, it is necessary to 

examine each specific fuel design individually to assure each fuel design experiences adequate 

fuel assembly hold down. 
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9.0 Analysis Process 

In determining the net fuel assembly hold down force (NHD) using the probabilistic methods, the 

following process is followed. 

B, Define the slatepoints for analysis (Section 6.0) 

Determine the nominal values and uncertainties for the primitive variables (Section 7.0) 

e Determine the design base case by calculating the pressure drop for all the fuel 

assemblies in the core for a flow rate condition equal to or similar lo the stalepoint using a 

NWC-approved cotnputer code. 

Using the propagation model, determine the ne"cold down force for each fuel assembly. If 

the net hold down force for each fuel assernbly is demonstrated to be positive, adequate 

hold down force has been demonstrated. The minimum hold down margin for the care 

would be the minimum net hold down force determined for any fuel assembly. 

The process can be further simplified by introducing conservative actions such as: 

* by using the highest pressure drop of a group of fuel assemblies (same fuel design) as 

being representative of the entire group, 

* by using the lowest hold down force of a group of fuel assemblies (same fuel design) as 

being representative of the entire group, andlor 

by using conservatisms in defining other nominat values and uncertainties. 
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20.0 Summary 

The Statistical Fuel Assembiy Hold Down (SHD) Methodology provides the means to account for 

the probabilistic occurrence of uncertainties of parameters that contribute to the determination of 

the hold down force. The methodology provides 95 percent protection at t h e  95 percent level that 

each fuel assembly has adequate fuel assembly hold down protection when the net hold down 

force is predicted to be zero. This analysis technique is applicable to full cores (containing the 

same fuel design) as well as for transition cores (where multiple fuel designs co-reside). 

Framatome AMP has prepared th is  repori in a format that describes a togical method for the 

calculation of netfuel assembly hold down. The method is illustrated with specific examples in 

Appendix B. in applications lo different cores, some of the variables, their uncertainties and the 

methods of determining the values will change. Variables and uncerlainties may be added or 

deleted on a case by case basis. For each new or different application (indeed for any change in a 

core configuration that has been previousfy analyzed) each variable and uncertainty must be 

examined and qualified on a case by case basis. if a variable that has an uncerlainty is not 

qualified or selected for probabilistic treatment, it must be compounded {held at its worst level 

within its uncertainty). 
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File 

Table 5-1 

Statistics and D Prime Test for Simulation RNDTEST3 

DATA F I L E  : RNDTEST3 # O F  DATA : 1 0 0 0 0  
MAX VALUE : 0 . 4 5 7 4 4 7 D + 0 1  MIPj VALUE : - . 3 7 1 9 0 1 D + 0 1  
RANGE : 0 . 8 2 9 3 4 8 D + 0 1  MEDIAN r 0 . 6 2 8 0 9 0 D - 0 2  
P%EW : 0.7G845GD-02 STD DEV r 0 . 1 0 0 1 2 1 D + 0 1  
SKEWEDNESS : 0 .365873D-02  KURTOSIS : - . 6 2 8 6 7 8 D - 0 1  
UPPER D '  : 0 . 2 8 2 5 7 2 D + 0 6  LONER D '  : 0.281496D-to6  
DPRIME VAL : 0.282589D-i -06  ACCEPT NORMALITY (5% LEVEL) 

Table 5-2 

Random Normal Generations with SHD Model 

Mean Standard 
Deviation 

D prime Value 

ALL 0.0030 0.9971 

Note that the upper and lower D prime values are 282762 and 281 496 respectively. Each file 
contained 10000 values and each passed the normality test. 
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Figure 2-4 

Statistical Determination of Uncertainties 

Figure 5-1 

Typical Results of 5HB Normal Distribution Model 

1 Framatorne ANP, lnc. 
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Appendix A Propagation Model Code Listing 

tn this appendix the statistical method has been applied via a scientific program for propagation 

and calculation of hold down and its uncertainty on a case by case basis. The methods are clearly 

indicated here with comments. The Microsoft Compiled Basic programming language was chosen 

because it illustrates program flow and technique in a clear and understandable manner. In future 

anatyses, however, the programming language, models, and techniques may change, however, the 

statistical methodology discussed in this topical repori: would still be utilized. Any scientific 

programming language would suffice, but as stated in the above, the variables, models and 

techniques must be separately qualified on a case to case basis. 
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Propagation Model Code Listing (continued) 
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Appendix B Calcuiationai Example 

An analysis example is provided to demonstrate the process for identifying the limiting condition for 

the net fuel assembly hold down force for a particular fuel design. The situation being evaluated is 

the introduction of a new fuel design, designated Type A, into a core composed of a Type 8 fuel 

design. Previous pressure drop testing has shown the hydraulic resistance for Type A is greater 

than the hydraulic resistance for Type 8. Therefore, it is expected that the highest pressure drop 

for Type A will occur when the care is composed exclusively of Type A fuel. This will be 

demonstrated later in the example. 

The core configurations to be examined are: 

4 Type A Fuel Assemblies in a Core of Type B Fuel, End-of-Cycle, First Cycle 

ep 40% Type A Fuel Assemblies in a Core of Type B Fuel, End-of-Cycle, First Cycle 

* Full Core of Type A Fuel 

The full core of Type A fuel will be examined first and in delait. Analysis results for all three core 

configurations will be provided. 

B) Define the slatepoints for analysis (Section 6.0) 

Since it has not already been established in this example which operating condit~on 

yields the limiting net fuel assembly hold down force, it is necessary to examine the 

"isothermal" condition and the "at power" condition. 

The reactor coolant pump startup condition for this plant is a minimum of 8s°F. This will 

become the "isothermal" case. The plant has a steady-state overpower condition of 

125% full power. This will become the "at powei'case. 

For this example, the hold down spring system for the Type A fuel design has been 

previously demonstrated to have the minimum hold down force at end-of-life conditions. 

Since the fuel assembly wet weight and predicted pressure drop are independent of the 

fuel assembly burnup, it is conservative to apply the end-of-life hold down force for the 

Type A fuel design foi all the fuel in the core. The statepoints then become: 
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Statepoint 4 : 85*F, isothermal, full flow, end-of-life 

Statepoint 2: 125% full power, full flow, end-of-life 

Define the nominal values and uncet-lainties for the variables (Section 7.0) 

The nominal values and uncertainties for Statepoint 1 are as follows. 

Q,, Core Volumetric Flow Rate - - 

The RCS Volumetric Ffow Rate (QRCS) Nominal Value is [ 

a 
The nominal bypass Ftobv factor JBPF) is /j 

j The core fiow fraction (CFF) is the 

RCS flow fraction reaching th, core. 

The RCS volumetric flow rate unce~ainty is [ 

f he core volumetric flow, Q, lor each case is calculated as 

i[ I 

where 

Finally, because of the increased primary system resistance at the low coolant 

temperature for Statepoint 1, the RCS volumetric flow rate is further reduced by [ 

1 This reduction accounts for the difference in the RCS flow rate at a low coolant 

temperature condition and the hot system condition when the RCS flow rate is measured 

(lo confirm the RCS flow rate is less than or equal to the nominal value used in the 

analysis). 
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For this example, t he  nominal spring force for the Type A hold down spring system is 

defined as a function of the spring constant and spring depression. 

SF = SC (SD) 

The spring system for the Type A fuet design is composed of 4 springs with individual 

spring forces defined as 

where 

SF: Spring Force, Ibf 

Ci : Spring constant coefficients, lbflin 

SD : Spring compression, in 

Go through C5 : Spring constant equation coefficients. 

For the hold down spring in Type A fuel, the coefficients are 

The uncertainty for the spring force is calculated on a measured to calculated basis from 

the polynomiai fit and it's uncertainty (CTmlc) is corrected for the number of degrees of 

freedom (96-1-6 coefficients) of the fit. The spring force uncertainty (SFU) is a standard 

deviation based on the calculated value of the spring force (SF). 
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The spring force is reduced due to t h e  decrease in elasticity modulus for the material by 

a factor. For this example at 85'F, the reduction is [ ] Therefore, the tolaf spring 

force becomes: 

SFS = 4 (MF) M{SF, sFkJ2) 

where 

MF=[  for Statepoint 9 

4 = number of springs in the exarnple spring system 

The nominal total spring force and unc0r"rainty are calculated in the propagation model 

based on the spring depression. 

The standard deviation of t h e  spacer grid shock losses for Type A fuel is [ 

T h e  lift resistance uncerlainty for t h e  spacer grid shock losses is 

I J 

The lift resistance uncertainly for the remaining shock losses is 

I a 

Therefore, the total lift resistance for each propagation (LR) is calculated as 

The lift resistance and its uncertainly a r e  calculated within the propagation model routine. 

CPD, Distance between low and utmer core plates 

I 
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FAH. Fuet Assernblv Heiqht 

E 

TG, Fuel Assemblv Thermal Growth 

t 

FSH, Free Sprina Heiaht 

t 

IR. Sprinq Relaxation 

Determine the design base case by calculating the pressure drop for all the fuel assemblies in 

the core for a flow rate condition similar to the statepoint using a NRC-approved computer code. 

For this example, the LYNXT code (Reference 5)  is used to compute the highest 

pressure drop across any fuel assembly. Instead of evaluating the Statepoint 1 specific 

RCS volumetric flow rate (Q) of [ f gpm and a core bypass flow fraction of 

[ 1 , the base design case values of ] gprn, for the RCS volumetric flow 

rate, and [ 1, for the core bypass Row fraction, were used. 

I 
I Code Predicted APeSse case = [ 1 psi 

Average Coolant Density (DEN) = 62.59 lbrn/fi3 

i Framatome ANP, Inc. 
t 
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Using the propagation model, determine the net hold down force for each fuel assembly. i f  the 

net hold down force for each fuel assembly is demonstraked lo be positive, adequate hold down 

force has been demonstrated. 

Note, the Statepoint 1 conditions for the RCS flow rate of ] gprn and a core 

bypass flow fraction of [ ] are input as well as the LYNXT base design case values 

of l: 1 gPm and [ 1, respectively. Afterwards, the variables, CPD distance 

between the upper and lower core plate, FAH fuel assembly height, TG thermal growth, 

tG irradiation growth, FSH free spring height, and S S  spring set are input with their 

respective unceriainties. 

The input data to the propagation rnodei for Statepaint 1 is shown in Table E 3 - 4 .  The 

output for Stalepoint 1 is shown in Table B-2. 

The evaluation of Slatepoint 2 is perlormed in the same manner using spring characteristics and 

pressure drop predictions assoeiated with operation at 125% full power. The input data to the 

propagation model for Statepoinl 2 is shown in Table B-3 and the output for Statepoinl 2 is shown 

in Tabie B-4. 

The results for the two statepoints are: 

Description 

Minimum Nominal 
Net Fuel Net Fuel 

Assembly Assembly 
Hold Down Hold Down 

(Ibf) (Ibf) 

Statepoint 1 85'F, full flow, end-of-life, full core Type A 1 1 I 1 

Statepoint 2 125% full power, full flow. end-of-life, full core Type A E 1 [ 1 

The calculational example minimum net fuel assembly hold down for the core configuration with a 

core composed exclusively of Type A fuel would be [ 1 Ibf based on (95195) confidence and 

protection. 

The remaining two core configurations, 

Framatome ANP, Inc. 
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4 Type A Fuel Assemblies in a Core of Type E3 Fuel, End-of-Cyc[e, First Cycle 

40% Type A Fuel in a Core of Type E3 Fuel, End-of-Cycle, First Cycle 

are also examined for both statepoints to determine which core configuration defines the limiting 

condition or minimum net fuel assembly hold down force. The major differences in the above two 

configurations, relative lo the full core configuration, are: 1) the burnup basis for the spring hold 

down force and 2) the highest fuel assembly hydraulic lift pressure drop. The input data to the two 

core configurations (for both sta'repoints) are shown in Tables B-5, 8-7, B-9, and 8-4 1. The 

respective output files are shown in Tables €3-6, 8-8, B-10, and E3-12. The hydraulic lift pressure 

drop results and coolant densities for all of the configurations (for both slatepoints) are provided in 

Table B-13. The results of the evaluation of ail three configurations are provided in Table B-14. 

Examination of Table 8-1 4 shows that the Type A fuel design will have the least net hold down 

force when the core is composed completely of Type A fuel. Since the net hold down force is 

positive, the ~alculationai example shows the Type A fuel design will be adequatety restrailled 

against the lower core plate to satisfy the design bases criterion. 

Framatome AMP. Inc. 
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Table B-1 

Calculational Example Input File for Statepoint I ,  Fuil Gore Type A 

Table B-2 

Galculational Example Output File for Slatepoint 1, Full Core Type A 

Framatome ANP, Inc. 
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Table 8-3 

Galculational Example Input File for Statepoint 2, Full Core Type A 

Framatome ANP, Inc. 

Table B-4 

Galculational Example Output File for Statepoint 2, Full Core Type A 
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Table 8-5 

Galculational Example Input File for Statepoint 1,4 Type A Fuel Assemblies in a Core of Type 13 

Table E3-6 

Calculational Example Output File for Statepoini 3, 4 Type A Fuel Assemblies in a Core of Type B 

Framatome ANP, Inc 
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Table E3-7 

Calculationat Example InputF-ile for Stalepoiril2, 4 Type A Fuel Assemblies in a Core of Type I3 

Table 8-8 

Calculationai Example Output File lor Stalepoint 2, 4 Type A Fuel Assemblies in a Core of Type B 

Framatome AMP, Inc. 
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Table B-9 

Calculational Example Input File for Stalepoint 1, 40% Type A Fuel in a Core of Type B 

Table E3-10 

Calculational Example Output File for Statepoint 1, 40% Type A Fuel in a Core of Type B 

Framatome ANP, Inc. 
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Tabie B-11 

Calculational Example Input File for Statepoint 2, 40% Type A Fuel in a Core of Type B 

Table 8-1 2 

Calculationat Example Output File for Statepoint 2, 40% Type A Fuel in a Core of Type E?I 

Framatorne ANP, Inc. 
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Table B-f 3 

Varying Mydrautic Information for the Caiculational Example 

1 .  . End-of-cycle, first cycle of irradiation 
: 125% full power 

Table B-14 

Net Fuel Assembly Hold Down Force for the  Most limiting Type A Fuel Assembly 
I 

I ' : For this example the most restrictive, or limiting, condition for the Type A fuel assembly design 
occurs at end-of-life under the full core situation. 
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